






















































THE BLACK HOLE

Worlds fall apart,
Right here in the dark!
They find me bizarre,
With darkness like tar.

The stars they sparkle around me so bright,
Although I’m scary, I've got elegance and might.

There might be no light in Heaven or Earth,
Yet I clasp the power, right from my birth.

They dread and fear this blackness of mine,
Within me I bend all space and time.

You might feel like a bird,
You might feel like a plane,

You might not be able to return home again.

Magnetic am I,
You may fall for me,

Magnetic am I,
You may fall in me.

I can be chaotic, dark yet fair,
If you come near me, you better take care.

If you’re here, you’re already there,
I’m a black hole, please enter if you dare.





The Starlight Kingdom.

We know that our universe is made up of comets, asteroids,
planets and stars.

But do you think it can be filled with beautiful and mythical
creatures from near and far?

Can’t there be a Royal Kingdom, that protects the space,
The fairies of Good Counsel, who solve an easy or a hard case?

Can’t there be leprechauns, guarding the kingdoms power,
In a majestic, mysterious, magical faraway tower?

Can’t the MilkyWay Galaxy have a special celestial lake?
Keep reading, don’t think these tales are real or fake.

There can be a group of fairies, that give light to the stars
Celestial cooks called Glimmer Fairies, making the best chocolate

bars.

Clever nymphs and centaurs, who love riddles.
The Tickly Asteroids who love to tickle.

The Galaxy Elves who make StarDust,
In a secret laboratory under the stars’ crust.

This kingdom can be called the Starlight Kingdom,
In which the Kings and Queens rule in complete wisdom.

These tales, of The Starlight Kingdom may be untrue,
But use your imagination, you might just make it true!



All the planets rotate in harmony
Around the bright, bright Sun.

First in line comes Mercury
The biggest brother of none.

Second comes Venus,
It’s sheen is so bright,

It gets quite hot,
So choose the next right.

Third comes our Earth
The liveliest of all,

With its land and oceans,
There’s life for big and small.

Fourth comes Mars,
Mysterious of all,

It’s called the Red planet,
In case you ever haul.

Fifth, is Jupiter,
Smaller to nil,

You can go to the Great Red Spot,
In case you plan to chill.

Sixth comes Saturn
With its seven icy rings,

You can make a snowman,
And watch the icicles cling.

Seventh comes Uranus,
It rolls like a ball

Just be little careful,
Or else you might fall.

Eighth comes Neptune,
The farthest from the Sun,

17 times the mass of the Earth,
It weighs more than a tonne.

Ninth and last
Comes poor little Pluto,
As it is a dwarf planet.

And now that’s all,
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"Pottery, one of the oldest and most widespread decorative art"

Clay gives children wings to let their imagination soar.
The students of Podar International School ICSE, KALYAN very keenly and
energetically loved to engage themselves in such a creative and exploring art of
Pottery on working with their hands.

The Pottery workshop was conducted on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of August 2022 with
active participation of each and every student of our school bringing them close to
nature.



Museum on Wheels named Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu
Sangrahalaya visited our school on 22nd August. Our students welcomed the
Museum on Wheels with a thundering applause.
The excited students toured around the museum. They were briefed with the help of
slideshow presentation and the display of the artifacts displayed on the bus. The rich
and beautiful replicas, manuscripts, sculpture, Indian textile, jewellery, currency and
costumes won the hearts of the enthusiastic learners.
It was indeed an enriching and fun filled experience for all the students.












